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Map & build
your crowd



Building your crowd...

What is a 
crowd?

People who support you & 
your projects

➔ Your supporters, chosen 
community & network

➔ Fan base? Admirers?
➔ Backers? Patrons?
➔ Devotees?



There are lots of people 
out there who’d like to 
support your projects…

➔ You just need to make 
sure you find them & 
get to know them to 
help you get going

Who is 
going to 
support 

your 
projects?

Building your crowd...



➔ Who wants you & your 
project to succeed?

➔ For whom does your 
project fulfil a need?

➔ Who wants to own 
what you are ‘selling’ or 
‘offering’?

➔ Who are your potential 
project cheerleaders?

Who is 
going to 
support 

your 
project?

Building your crowd...



… because they believe in 
the project idea, relate to 
you & want the ‘finished 
product’ to happen…

Why would 
anyone 
support 

your project?

Building your crowd...



➔ I need the thing that this 
project offers

➔ It’s going to benefit me or 
people I care about

➔ It’s going to be fun or 
rewarding to get behind the 
project

➔ I get ‘backstage’ access
➔ The person I like is going to 

succeed

Thinking like a backer...

Why would 
anyone 
support 

your project?



Understanding who your 
crowd might be allows you 
to...

➔ Access the resources 
you need to make 
things happen

➔ Learn who else you 
need to get to know

Why is it 
useful to 

map & 
understand 
your crowd?

Mapping your crowd...



community
[kuh-myoo-ni-tee]

a social group

something 
in common

location

identity

heritage

occupation

interestsactivities

living together?

shared 
government 
or rules?

local?
national?
international?

class?
race?
ethnicity?
sexuality?
disability?
age?

communities 
of practice

‘the public’

The basics...



What are we connected to?

#1 Information & ideas
➔ Other people can help us 

access information about what 
else is going on in the world

➔ Weak ties can be ‘bridges’ to 
new information & ideas

#2 Resources
➔ Other people can help us to get 

access to the resources we 
need - via strong & weak ties



#3 Routes of influence
➔ Your position in informal 

networks is more important than 
your position in formal 
hierarchies

➔ If you want to create 
small-scale change, work 
through a close-knit network

➔ If you want to create big 
change, create bridge networks 
between disconnected groups

What are we connected to?



resourcefulness
[ri-sohrs-fuhl-nes]

able to deal 
with new 
situations

capable

People:
- How many?
- What skills?
- When?
- Where?

able to draw on 
what you need

imagination 
& creativity

Physical:
- Venue
- Equipment
- Transport 

Money

Having ideas about 
what is possible...

Knowing about what other 
people have already tried...

The basics...



Example: Mapping Your Crowd...



➔ All about you 
➔ Built on your 

reputation & interests
➔ Personal crowd = 

family & friends
➔ Reaches out to where 

your reputation 
extends

Who is 
your 

crowd?

Mapping your crowd...



Mapping your crowd...
You

People 

who only 

know your

reputation

People who 

know you 

personally

Who is 
your 

crowd?



Try it yourself...

#1 Map the different 
groups & communities 
you are part of

Prompts: family / friendship 
groups / location(s) / heritage / 
identity / occupation / interests 
/ activities / pastimes / clubs or 
societies / jobs...



➔ Who knows you?
➔ To make your crowd big 

enough to support your 
project - you need to 
have touched multiple 
people within multiple 
groups

Building your crowd...



Example: Mapping Your Crowd...



➔ How many of them are 
there? What types of 
resources do you have 
access to via your 
crowd?

➔ What different groups 
are there?

➔ Who else could you 
add?

Who is 
your 

crowd?

Mapping your crowd...



Make good work

➔ something that is good 
quality

➔ that speaks to other 
people

➔ that they enjoy & 
connect with

➔ People will relate to 
you through your work

How could 
more people 

find out about 
what I do?

Ways to 
build your crowd...



How could 
more people 

find out about 
what I do?

Ways to 
build your crowd... Show your work

➔ Exhibitions, talks, 
presentations

➔ Online - website, social 
media, blogs etc

➔ Show it in different 
places to different 
groups of people

➔ People will find out 
about you & your work



How could 
more people 

find out about 
what I do?

Ways to 
build your crowd... Establish your 

expertise

➔ What are the things 
you are really good at?

➔ How can you share this 
in ways that are useful 
to other people?

➔ People will come to you 
for access to your skills



How could 
more people 

find out about 
what I do?

Ways to 
build your crowd...

Be part of a range of 
conversations

➔ Get to know other 
people

➔ Make friends
➔ See who else is into 

what you do & shares 
your interests

➔ People trust people 
they can relate to



How could 
more people 

find out about 
what I do?

Ways to 
build your crowd...

Find & join readymade 
groups

➔ Where are people already 
congregating?

➔ How can you join their 
conversations, contribute 
& add value?

➔ People trust people who 
add value to the groups 
they are part of



How could 
more people 

find out about 
what I do?

Ways to 
build your crowd... Be generous

➔ Help other people out
➔ Think about how you 

gift your time & 
expertise

➔ Share things that are 
useful to others

➔ People will often give 
back when you ask



How could 
more people 

find out about 
what I do?

Ways to 
build your crowd... Get other people to 

share your work

➔ Is it useful / exciting / a 
great example / 
meaningful to other 
people?

➔ Is it easy to share?
➔ People like what their 

friends recommend



How could 
more people 

find out about 
what I do?

Ways to 
build your crowd...

Be yourself

➔ You don’t have to do 
things other people do

➔ How can you slowly 
expand your comfort 
zone?

➔ Focus on meaningful 
connections

➔ People will spot when 
you are not genuine



Your crowd starts 
with you...

➔ Make good work that is 
meaningful to other 
people & get it out there

➔ Be part of a range of 
different conversations 
& meet new people

➔ Be generous - give to the 
crowd before asking for 
something back

Building 
your crowd

How do I 
build a crowd?

Quick recap


